Harvey Cushing and the regulation of blood pressure in giraffe, rat and man: introducing 'Cushing's mechanism'.
The fundamental mechanism that underlies essential hypertension is a high total peripheral resistance. We review here possible origins of high total peripheral resistance in physiologically hypertensive giraffes, spontaneously hypertensive rats and humans with essential hypertension. We propose that a common link could be reduced brainstem perfusion, as first suggested by Cushing in 1901. Any tendency towards reduction of cerebral blood flow to the cardiovascular control centres in rest and sleep will be prevented by activation of a response arising in the brainstem. The response will proportionately increase systemic blood pressure and return cerebral blood flow to a new homeostatic level. New evidence we review here supports this idea and leads us to suggest that central regulation of blood pressure has two components: the classic Cushing's response, which is a terminal event, and a Cushing's mechanism, which is a physiological mechanism for long-term control of mean arterial pressure. In giraffes, Cushing's mechanism is activated by increasing neck length during growth and subsequent gravitational hypotension that stimulates a rise in basal arterial blood pressure. In man and rats, the mechanism is activated by narrowing of the arteries supplying the brainstem. If we are correct, future successful treatment of essential hypertension in man will include methods of reducing cerebral arterial resistance.